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Abstract—One of the difficulties with optical packet switched (OPS) networks is buffering optical packets in the network. The research on optical RAM presently being done is not expected to achieve a large capacity soon. However, the burstiness of Internet traffic causes high packet drop rates and low utilization in small buffered OPS networks. In this article, we investigate and compare optical-buffered switch architectures and pacing algorithms for minimizing the buffer requirements of OPS switches. We simulate two mesh topologies (NSFNET and Abilene) for goodput and packet drop rate comparisons and optimization of XCP parameters. We show that XCP-based pacing algorithm with a shared buffered switch architecture yields high TCP goodput and low packet drop rate in a core OPS network when very small optical RAM buffers are used.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A well-known problem in realizing optical packet switched (OPS) networks is buffering optical packets in the network. Recent advances in optical networks such as dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) have allowed us to achieve ultra-high data-transmission rates in optical networks. This ultra-high speed of optical networks has made it necessary to do some basic operations like buffering and switching in the optical domain instead of the electronic domain due to high costs and limitations with electronic buffers. However, the lack of high-capacity optical RAM makes it difficult to buffer enough optical packets in OPS networks [1]. According to a rule-of-thumb [2], the buffer size of a link must be

\[ B = \frac{RTT \times BW}{n} \]

where \( RTT \) is the average round trip time of flows and \( BW \) is the bandwidth of the output link, to achieve high utilization with TCP flows. However, as this requires a huge buffer size in optical routers due to the ultra-high speed of optical links, this buffer size is unfeasible.

The only available solution that can currently be used for buffering in the optical domain is using fiber delay lines (FDLs), where contended packets are switched to long FDLs so that they can be delayed. However, FDLs pose severe limitations such as signal attenuation, and bulkiness. Most FDL architectures lack the real \( O(1) \) reading operation of RAM as it may not be possible to access a packet circulating an FDL until the packet departs the fiber and arrives back to the switch, which causes extra delays depending on the FDL length. Moreover, all-optical RAMs, which can solve the problems with FDLs, are still being researched (e.g., NICT project [3]) and this may become available in the near future. Furthermore, optical RAMs are expected to have lower rates of power consumption, which is a serious problem with electronic RAMs. However, optical RAMs are not expected to attain large capacities. Therefore, it is necessary to decrease the buffer requirements of OPS networks to make use of optical RAMs.

Appenzeller et al. [4] recently demonstrated that when there are many TCP flows sharing the same link, a buffer sized at

\[ B = \frac{RTT \times BW}{n} \]

is the number of TCP flows passing through the link, is sufficient to achieve high utilization. However, there should be many flows on a link to significantly decrease the buffer requirements of ultra-high-speed optical networks. Enachescu et al. [5] proposed that \( O(\log W) \) buffers are sufficient where \( W \) is the maximum congestion window size of flows when packets are sufficiently paced by replacing TCP senders with paced TCP [6] or by using slow access links. TCP pacing is defined as transmitting ACK (data) packets according to special criteria, instead of immediately transmitting packets when data (ACK) packets arrive [6]. Paced TCP is usually implemented by evenly spreading the transmission of a window of data packets over a round-trip time. However, the \( O(\log W) \) buffer size depends on the maximum congestion window size of TCP flows, which may change. Moreover, using slow access links, which is an extreme way of applying node pacing, is not ideal when there are applications that require large amounts of bandwidth on the network. Furthermore, replacing TCP senders of computers with paced versions can be difficult. Furthermore, this proposal was based on the assumption that most IP traffic is from TCP flows. Theagarajan et al. [7] demonstrated that even small quantities of bursty real-time UDP traffic can increase the buffer requirements of well-behaved TCP traffic on the same link. Therefore, it may be better to design a general architecture for an OPS network that can achieve high utilization in a small buffered OPS network independent of the number of TCP or UDP flows, and that does not require a strict limit to be placed on the speed of access links, and that does not require the
sender or receiver TCP and UDP agents of computers using the network to be replaced.

We recently proposed [8] an all-optical OPS network architecture that can achieve high utilization and a low packet drop ratio by using small buffering. We took into consideration an OPS domain where packets entered and exited the OPS domain through edge nodes. We proposed using an Explicit Congestion Control Protocol (XCP)-based [9] intra-domain congestion control protocol to achieve high utilization and a low packet-drop ratio with small buffers. XCP is a new congestion control algorithm using a control-theory framework, which was specifically designed for high-bandwidth and large-delay networks. XCP was first proposed by Katabi et al. [9] as a window-based algorithm for reliably controlling congestion and transmission. We selected the XCP framework because it allows the utilization level of each wavelength to be individually controlled. Moreover, there is no need to modify the TCP and UDP agents of computers or limit the speed of access links to decrease burstiness.

Another difficulty in attaining OPS networks is the switching fabric, which is usually one of the biggest factors determining overall router cost. Many switching fabric architectures like MEMS, optomechanical, electrooptic, thermooptic, and liquid-crystal based switches have been proposed for optical switching [10]. However, the number of switching elements in the fabric increases together with the overall cost, and crosstalk and insertion losses as the number of ports for the switch increases. In our previous papers, we evaluated the performance of our proposed architecture with UDP and TCP-based traffic and output buffering [8][11][12]. In Alparslan et al. [1], we proposed and investigated different optical-buffered switch architectures to further minimize the size of the optical switching fabric of core nodes while achieving higher goodput with small optical RAM buffers. We evaluated the optical RAM requirements of our proposed architecture on a mesh NSFNET topology with TCP traffic. We also compared the performance of our architecture with paced TCP, which is the solution generally proposed for small buffered networks. Our simulations revealed that the average goodput of standard TCP flows in our proposed architecture could even surpass the goodput of paced TCP when buffers were small.

This article discusses the extension of our work and presents our results in Alparslan et al. [1] verified by simulating an Abilene network, which is a larger topology with a higher nodal degree than NSFNET. We optimized XCP parameters on both NSFNET and Abilene topologies to demonstrate what effect XCP parameters have on overall performance. Moreover, we introduce one more metric, which is the overall packet-drop rate in a small buffered core network, that enables better comparison of switch architectures and algorithms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the XCP algorithm and switch architectures. Section III describes the simulation methodology and presents the simulation results. Finally, we conclude the paper and describe future work that we intend to do in Section IV.

II. ARCHITECTURE

This section describes the XCP algorithm and switch architectures.

A. Optical Rate-based Paced XCP

XCP is a new congestion control algorithm that has been specifically designed for high-bandwidth and large-delay networks. XCP makes use of explicit feedback received from the network. Core routers are not required to maintain per-flow state information. Each XCP core router updates its control decisions calculated with an Efficiency Controller (EC) and a Fairness Controller (FC) when timeout of a per-link control-decision timer occurs.

EC controls input aggregate traffic to maximize link utilization. A required increase or decrease in aggregate traffic for each output port is calculated by using the equation, \( \Phi = \alpha \cdot S - \beta \cdot Q/d \), where \( \Phi \) is the total amount of required change in input traffic, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) correspond to spare bandwidth-control and queue-control parameters, and \( d \) is the control-decision interval. \( S \) is the spare bandwidth that is the difference between the link capacity and input traffic in the last control interval. \( Q \) is the persistent queue size.

After EC has calculated the aggregate feedback \( \Phi \), FC fairly distributes this feedback to flows according to AIMD-based control. However, convergence to fairness may take a long time when \( \Phi \) is small. Bandwidth shuffling, which redistributes a small amount of traffic among flows, is used to solve this problem. The amount of shuffled traffic is calculated by \( h = max(0, \gamma \cdot u - |\Phi|) \), where \( h \) is the shuffling parameter and \( u \) is the rate of aggregate input traffic in the last control interval.

In Alparslan et al. [8], we proposed optical rate-based paced XCP, which is a modified version of XCP adapted to work as an intra-domain traffic shaping and congestion control protocol in an OPS network domain. In our architecture, when there is traffic between an edge-source destination node pair, a rate-based XCP macroflow is created as shown in Figure 1, and the incoming TCP and UDP packets of

![Figure 1. XCP pacing](image_url)
In this paper, we compare the performance of output buffering (OB), input buffering (IB), shared buffering (SB) and worst-case shared buffering (WCSB), as shown in Figure 2. The internal speedup is 1 in all switches, which means the line rates are equal in both inside and outside the switch. Switch size is shown as I \times O, where I and O are the number of input and output ports, respectively. Output buffering has a large switch size of N \times N^2 to prevent internal blocking where N is the nodal degree as seen in Figure 2a. It has buffer size B at each output link. As input buffering has a switch size of only N \times N, as seen in Figure 2b, it has the smallest switches. However, a well-known problem with input buffering is head-of-line blocking, which limits the utilization that can be accomplished. We applied virtual output queuing (VOQ) scheduling, which is the
generally proposed solution in the literature, by dividing each input buffer into $N$ sub-queues to minimize the head-of-line blocking problem [14]. Input buffering has buffer size $B$ at each input link. Shared buffering and worst-case shared buffering have a switch size of $2N \times 2N$. As shared buffering has a single buffer with a size of $N \cdot B$, this is in direct proportion to its capacity and the nodal degree. Shared buffering has the same total buffer size per node as input and output buffering to enable fairer comparisons with them at the same $B$ value in the simulations. As worst-case shared buffering has a single buffer with a size of $B$ independent of the nodal degree, it has a buffer capacity of only a single link in input or output buffering.

### III. Evaluation

This section describes the simulation methodology and presents the simulation results. We investigated and compared optical-buffered switch architectures and pacing algorithms for minimizing the buffer requirements of OPS switches. We first simulated a wide range of XCP parameters to find the optimum XCP parameters for two mesh topologies. In the second step, we simulated both topologies with four different switch architectures to compare their performance under standard TCP traffic, XCP-paced standard TCP traffic, and paced TCP traffic.

#### A. Simulation Settings

The proposed network architecture and buffering models were implemented over the ns simulator version 2.32 [15]. The simulator used cut-through packet switching and buffering for data wavelengths. There was a single store-and-forward switching slow control wavelength dedicated to probe packets. The edge nodes had 0.25 s of electronic buffering, which is commonly used on the Internet. However, core routers only used small optical RAM for buffering optical packets on data wavelengths. The contention of probe packets on the control-wavelength was resolved by an electronic RAM as O/E/O conversion was not a problem in the control-wavelength due to its low speed. As the IP datagram for TCP data (ACK) packets was 1500 Bytes (40 Bytes), the TCP data (ACK) segment was 1480 Bytes (20 Bytes). Maximum segment size (MSS) was 1500 Bytes. The size limit of the congestion window was 20 packets. The target utilization (TU) parameter of XCP was set to 100% at both core and edge links to maximize link utilization.

#### B. NSFNET Results

Figure 3 plots the simulated NSFNET topology. The nodes numbered from 0 to 13 are the core nodes and the rest are the edge nodes connected to the core nodes. All links (including edge and core links) had a single data wavelength and the same XCP target utilization. We selected a propagation delay for links between the core and edge nodes of 0.1 ms. We selected an XCP control period for core routers and the sending interval of probe packets for edge routers of 50 ms by taking extra processing and queuing delays in the core routers into account. The capacity of the data and XCP control wavelengths were set to 1 Gbps for the former and 100 Mbps for the latter. TCP Reno traffic was applied between the edge nodes of the network. Throughout the simulation, 1586 TCP flows entered the network between randomly selected edge-node pairs according to a Poisson arrival process. The total simulation duration was 40 s. Only the simulation results in the last 5 s were used for the evaluation.

1) Optimization of XCP Parameters: XCP’s $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ parameters were chosen as 0.2, 0.056, and 0.1 in Alparslan et al. [1]. In this paper, we first optimized XCP parameters to demonstrate what effect XCP parameters had and to increase overall performance. Figure 4 plots the average goodput of TCP flows under XCP pacing and packet drop rate at the core nodes when shared buffering is used. The x-axis is the $\gamma$ parameter and each line plots a different $\alpha$ value. Figures 4a and 4c use a shared buffer with a size of 1 KByte per link, while Figure 4b uses a larger shared buffer with a size of 100 KBytes per link. As no packets were dropped in the core when the shared buffer size per link was 100 KBytes, this has not been plotted. Figures 4a and 4c indicate that when the buffer is small, the average flow goodput and core packet drop rate increase with increasing $\alpha$ values, while they are relatively less sensitive to the $\gamma$ parameter. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the drop rate and goodput as we change $\alpha$. This is an expected result, because XCP behaves more aggressively and utilizes links faster with an increasing $\alpha$ value, which causes more frequent buffer overflows and thus packet drops as a side effect in the core routers. However, XCP may become unstable when $\alpha$ is too large. Katabi et al. [9] proved that the system is stable independent of delay, capacity, or the number of sources when $\alpha$ and $\beta$ satisfy

$$0 < \alpha < \frac{\pi}{4\sqrt{2}}$$

(3)
and
\[ \beta = \alpha^2 \sqrt{2}. \quad (4) \]

Figure 4b shows that when the buffer is larger, goodput becomes more sensitive to the \( \gamma \) parameter. As \( \gamma \) decreases or \( \alpha \) increases, the average goodput increases. The reason for this is that XCP encounters a well-known max-min fairness problem under various special conditions. XCP’s mechanism to control congestion in a multi-bottleneck environment can cause a flow to receive an arbitrarily small fraction of its max-min allocation, which may cause some bottleneck links to be under-utilized [16]. XCP may end up utilizing only 80% of the bottlenecked bandwidth in the worst case with the default XCP parameters in Katabi et al. [9]. As they give a high goodput in Figure 4, we chose \( \alpha = 0.4 \) and \( \beta = 0.226 \), which are the default values suggested in Katabi et al. [9]. However, we chose \( \gamma = 0.1 \), which is half the default value in Katabi et al. [9]. Although choosing a lower \( \gamma \) than the default value decreases the speed of fairness convergence, XCP achieves better max-min fairness and higher worst-case link utilization with higher average goodput as seen in Figure 4b.

2) Comparison of Switches and Algorithms: After XCP parameters were optimized, we simulated the NSFNET topology by using the four different switch architectures shown in Figure 2. The switch architecture was a parameter in the simulations, which was applied to all nodes in the network. We compared the performance of the switch architectures under standard TCP, paced TCP, and XCP-paced standard TCP traffic. Figure 5 plots the average goodput of TCP flows on different switch and network architectures based on the optical RAM buffer size per link. In all the figures, the x-axis is the buffer size per link, which is designated as \( B \) in Figure 5 on a log scale and the y-axis is the average TCP goodput on a linear scale. Figure 5a plots the TCP goodput when our XCP pacing algorithm was applied to standard TCP Reno traffic. We
can see that input, output, and worst-case shared buffered switches yield almost the same goodput when the buffer size is less than a 1 MSS or more than around 6 MSS. However, shared buffering yields a much higher goodput than the others even though its per node buffer capacity is the same as that for input and output buffering. If we can use a single shared buffer instead of splitting it into input or output links, it clearly yields much higher goodput as a small buffer capacity is being used with maximum efficiency. When we compare input and output buffering, we can see that when the link buffer is between 1–6 MSS, input buffering yields higher goodput while using the smallest switch in switch architectures. This result was expected, because input buffering can handle packet contentions better than output buffering when the input traffic is sufficiently smooth. For example, let us assume that we have a switch with only single packet capacity output buffers. When there is contention with five packets arriving from five input links that are going to the same output link, if the buffers and links are idle, one packet will be sent to the output link, one packet will be buffered in the output buffer, and the remaining three packets will be dropped as there is no more buffer left. However, if we use an input buffered switch, one packet will be sent to the output link and the other four packets will be buffered at the input ports. As buffered packets can be sent to the output link as the link becomes idle, its tendency to drop packets when there is a contention is lower than that for output buffering. Input buffering greatly benefits from pacing as it smooths the packet arrival from its link, which gives it time to drain its queue. When we check the goodput of worst-case buffering, we can see that it is very close to output buffering even though the whole switch in worst-case buffering has the same buffer capacity of only a single link in output buffering. In other words, worst-case shared buffering yields almost the same goodput as output buffering with a much smaller buffer capacity per node.

Figure 5. Goodput comparison of algorithms and switch architectures in NSFNET
The packet level tracing of simulations with our XCP pacing algorithm revealed that there was actually still room for improvement. We saw that the well-known ACK compression problem [17] had caused some utilization inefficiencies, which decreased the average goodput. It is possible in our architecture to solve this problem and increase utilization by simply using separate XCP macroflows for TCP ACK packets [12]. Figure 5b plots the TCP goodput when our optical rate-based paced XCP architecture was used with separate XCP macroflows for TCP ACK packets on the same wavelength. We can see that TCP goodput becomes higher than XCP with the combined ACK architecture in Figure 5a.

Figure 5c plots the TCP goodput when paced TCP Reno is used without XCP control. We can see that its goodput pattern is very similar to that in Figures 5a and 5b when the buffer size per link is less than around 6 MSS. When the buffer size per link was larger than 6 MSS, the simulations yielded some varying results. Figure 5d plots the TCP goodput when standard TCP Reno was used without XCP control. We can see that it has much lower goodput than the simulated paced architectures had. More than 10-fold buffering is necessary to achieve utilization that is as high as that of paced architectures. When the buffer is small, the goodput of input buffering is almost the same as that of output buffering, which indicates that pacing is necessary to surpass the goodput of output buffering.

As shared buffering has the highest goodput for all simulated architectures, we did a general comparison of algorithms with shared buffering. Figure 6 plots the average goodput and core packet drop rate of XCP-paced standard TCP, paced TCP, and standard TCP on a shared buffered switch architecture based on the optical RAM buffer size per link. We can see that when the buffer is small, XCP pacing methods yield higher goodput and lower packet drop rates in the core nodes than paced and standard TCP.

C. Abilene Topology Results

Abilene is an Internet backbone network for higher education and part of the Internet2 initiative. The Abilene-inspired topology in Figure 7 from Li et al. [18] was used in the simulations. The topology has a total of 869 nodes that are divided into two groups of 171 core nodes and 698 edge nodes. A total of 2232 TCP flows started randomly and sent traffic between randomly selected edge node pairs. The total simulation time was 40 s. There was a single data wavelength on the links. The propagation delay of the edge and core links corresponded to 0.1 ms and 1 ms. All the links had a 1 Gbps capacity.

1) Optimization of XCP Parameters: First, we simulated a range of $\alpha$ and $\gamma$ parameters to optimize the XCP parameters on the Abilene topology. Figure 8 plots the average...
The goodput of TCP flows and packet drop rate at the core nodes when shared buffering was used. We can see that both the average goodput and packet drop rate in the core nodes increase with increasing $\alpha$ as occurs in optimizing the NSFNET topology. However, under-utilization due to the max-min fairness problem is more visible in the Abilene topology in Figure 8b. Changing the $\alpha$ or $\gamma$ parameter yields a wider change in goodput than in NSFNET. Figure 8 shows that the $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$ values selected in Sec. III-B give high goodput, so we chose the same values as those in NSFNET. If the time for fairness convergence is not a concern, a lower $\gamma$ value can be chosen to further increase goodput.

2) Comparison of Switches and Algorithms: Figure 9 plots the average goodput of TCP flows on different switch and network architectures based on the optical RAM buffer size per link. We can see that the goodput plots of XCP pacing in the Abilene topology in Figures 9a and 9b are similar to those of the NSFNET simulations in Figures 5a and 5b. However, the goodput gap between worst-case shared buffering and output buffering is higher due to the higher nodal degree of the Abilene topology. Figure 9c shows that as we increase the buffer size, the goodput of TCP pacing in the Abilene topology yields even wider fluctuations than those in NSFNET. It seems that output buffering can handle the paced TCP traffic better than other switch architectures and even surpasses the goodput of shared buffering greatly when the buffer is small. Figure 9d shows that output buffering with standard TCP yields a performance boost over input buffering in the Abilene topology, because output buffering can handle bursty TCP traffic in a node with a high nodal degree better.

As a last step, we did a general comparison of algorithms in the Abilene topology with shared buffering. In Figure 10, we can see that when the buffer is very small, XCP pacing methods yield almost the same goodput as TCP pacing. However, when the shared buffer is larger than 1 MSS,
the goodput of TCP pacing stalls and XCP pacing methods yield higher goodput than TCP pacing. XCP pacing methods reach their maximum goodput when around 2–3 MSS per link of shared buffer is used. However, paced TCP and standard TCP require around 30–60 MSS per link of shared buffer to reach the goodput of XCP pacing methods. When the buffer is larger, standard TCP and paced TCP achieve slightly higher utilization than XCP due to the max-min fairness problem with XCP, which causes some bottleneck links to become under-utilized. However, as our aim is to increase performance with small buffers, the difference in goodput with such large buffers is not a concern. Optical RAM is not expected to attain a large capacity, so shared buffering is good. Figure 10b shows that XCP pacing yields a lower packet drop rate in the core nodes than paced or standard TCP just like in the NSFNET simulations. When we compare the two XCP pacing methods in Figure 10, we can see that their goodput and packet drop rates are very close, which indicates that the ACK compression problem in the Abilene topology is much less than that in NSFNET.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We investigated and compared optical-buffered switch architectures and pacing algorithms for minimizing the buffer requirements of OPS switches. By using two mesh topologies, our simulations revealed that even under bursty TCP traffic, using our architecture based on optical rate-based paced XCP, which is a modified version of XCP adapted to work as an intra-domain traffic shaping and congestion control protocol in an OPS network domain, could yield equal or higher TCP goodput and lower packet drop rates in the core nodes than using paced TCP, which is the solution that has generally been proposed in the literature. Moreover, simulations in the Abilene topology revealed that the goodput of paced TCP might exhibit some fluctuating behaviors, which adversely affect its performance even with relatively small buffers.
There are many advanced switch architectures in the literature like combined input output buffered switches, but most of them have have high scheduling complexity, which may become a bottleneck at ultra high speed of optical networks, so we limited our work to simpler architectures with lower scheduling complexity. When we compared the small buffered switch architectures simulated in this work, we could see that shared buffering yielded much higher TCP goodput than input or output buffering as it used small buffer capacity in the node more effectively. When the traffic was paced, input buffering yielded higher TCP goodput than output buffering while using much smaller switches. In NSFNET topology, where the nodal degree of nodes was small, worst-case shared buffering yielded almost the same goodput as output buffering with a much smaller buffer capacity per switch. Therefore, output buffering looks as though it is the worst choice as a switch architecture for small buffered optical networks with a low nodal degree.

Overall, the combination of applying XCP pacing and using shared buffered switches generally yielded the highest performance in terms of goodput and packet drop rate for small buffered OPS networks. Our XCP pacing proposal only operates at the edge/core routers of OPS domains and there are still no optical-RAM-buffered OPS networks deployed on the Internet, so it can be applied to OPS networks when they become commercially available, while paced TCP solution is harder to deploy as this requires replacing the TCP stack of computers on the Internet.

As a future work, we will work on the max-min fairness problem of XCP, which causes some bottleneck links to be under-utilized. Our work has revealed that shared buffering requires much less buffering than input and output buffering, but the required buffer size is not clear. Therefore, we will try to formulate the relationship between the number of wavelengths, traffic type, nodal degree, and the required shared buffer size. We intend to simulate other state-of-the-art congestion control algorithms and pacing methods with different types of traffic to gain a broader understanding of their performance in different switch architectures in future work.
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